INFRAGISTICS Windows Forms 20.2 –
Service Release Notes – September 2021
Raise the Bar on Both BI and Desktop UI with Infragistics Windows Forms Controls
Infragistics Windows Forms controls provide complete usability and extreme functionality to your next desktop application. Ensure
app adoption when you create the experiences your customers already know, with Microsoft-inspired features that mimic Word,
Excel, and Outlook.
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Installation
Download Infragistics Controls for WinForms here

Downloading

What’s Changed
ID

Component

Product Impact

273079

DataChart

Bug Fix

Description
Horizontal and Vertical lines do not render if a LinearGradientBrush is applied to the Brush of the
series
Grid exporter is not exporting semi-transparent images correctly
A new property called UsePixelTransparencyForImages has been added to the
UltraGridDocumentExporter. This property defaults to false.

272185

DocumentExporter

Bug Fix

If you set it to true, the UltraGridDocumentExporter will apply transparency to images exported in
cells or ImageBackgrounds.
However, you should be aware that this requires the Documents engine to use signiifcantly more
memory for exporting images - even if the images have no transparency.
Also UsePixelTransparencyForImages is incompatible with ImageTransparentMapColor. So if you
set UsePixelTransparencyForImages to true, ImageTransparentMapColor is ignored.
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273019

Excel

Bug Fix

272822

FormattedTextEditor

Bug Fix
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TickMarkSpacing and TickLabelSpacing does not appear to have any effect in the WorksheetChart
Cannot use Mouse Wheel Scrolling when value is within xml tags

‘Unable to update the data value’ message is displayed when a dropdown cell value is updated.

272173

Grid

Bug Fix

It's worth noting that this is not good practice. It doesn't make a lot of sense to use Suggest mode
for a dropdown list and have the potential text values of that list not be in alphabetical order.
The Suggest funcitonality is implicitly making the assumption that the values are in alphabetical
order and it's been that way for almost 20 years and this is the first time anyone has noticed a
problem.

272906
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Grid

Bug Fix

In any case, it's not an appropriate behavior for the grid to refuse to accept obviously-valid text, so
that part is fixed and the list will now seek out an exact match and characters are removed and a
partial match is found that cannot be appended, since it's the same item.
Segoe UI font type reduce the grid performance
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UltraGridFilterUIProvider selected rows are all cleared when the user selects 3 or more distinct
values.
Displaying dates in the grid as strings is a bad idea.
272711
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Grid

Bug Fix

272967
272671

LiveTileView
Schedule

Bug Fix
Bug Fix

272827

TabControl

Bug Fix

267902

ToolbarsManager

Bug Fix

Filtering, sorting, summaries, and other funcitonality in the grid will not work correctly when doing
this. So I strongly recommend that you do not so this and use DateTime as the data type of the
column if at all possible.
Having said that, this issue is the result of the new "In" filtering functionality which was added in
order to improve performance when filtering large lists. That functionality is not used for DateTime
columns, so we can just as easily disable it in a case like this, where the column's DataType is string,
but the column is using a DateTime Editor or DateTimeStyle.
Missing LoadFromBinary method from the UltraLiveTileView
Last Appointments slot not showing up when printing
Customer Claims: Red X in UltraTabControl when displaying instances of the same form on multiple
threads.
In high DPI settings, the StateButton tool text is cut off

